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1. Name of Property
historic name
other names/site number

Foun tain-Bessac House
N /A

2. Location
street & number
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state Michigan

not for publication
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Wa shtenaw

3. Classification
Ownership of Property

Category of Property

Number of Resources within Property

[X] private
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Contributing
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public-Federal
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Oobject
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Name of related multiple property listing:
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0
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0
sites
0
structures
0
objects
0 Total

Number of contributing resources previously
listed in the National Register __Olo!..,._ __

4. State/Federal Agency Certification
As the designated authority under the National Historic Preservation Act of 1966, as amended, I hereby certify that this
nomination
request for determination of eligibility meets the documentation standards for registering properties in the
National Register of Historic Places and meets the procedural and professional requirements set forth in 36 CFR Part 60.
In my opinion, the property
meets
do
not meet the National Register criteria.
See continuation sheet.
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5. National Park Service Certification
I, V9reby, certify that this property is:

--f1J entered in the National Register.
D
0

0 See continuation sheet.
determined eligible for the National
Register. 0 See continuation sheet.
determined not eligible for the
National Register.

~I

etd s+:er.

D removed from the National Register.
D other, (explain:) _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Signature of the Keoper

Date of Action

6. Function or Use
Historic Functions (enter categories from instructions)

Domestic/single dwelling

Current Functions (enter categories from instructions)

Domestic/single dwelling

7. Description
Architectural Classification
(enter categories from instructions)

Greek Revival
Italian Villa

Materials (enter categories from instructions)
foundation _ ___.,S'-'t""o"'"n....,.e=--------------walls _ _ __,W..:..;o=<-o~do.~..l. .w,_,e""'a"""t"""""h"""e""r""b<->o"'-'a"""r"=-'='d~---.
roof _ _ _ _A~s~p~h~a~l~t~---------other _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ____
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Description
The Fountain-Bessac House was built in two stages around the years 1842 and 1853.
The first story of this symmetrical wooden frame building is of Greek Revival
design, is five bays in width, and features a full-length portico with full
entablature supported by six classically-inspired columns. A truncated pyramidal roof gives way to a smaller, cubical three-bay Italianate second story, symmetrically placed above the first. Piercing the first-story roof are two tall
interior end chimneys. A second truncated pyramidal roof skirts the flat-roofed
cupola which crowns the house. The 1950 two-bay garage and breezeway addition
replaced an old rear kitchen wing; this addition complements the house and,
along with other changes made at that time, demonstrates an historically sensitive adaptation of the house to the demands of modern living. The house is in
excellent condition with surroundings remarkably similar to those of a century
ago, and possesses fine design features and craftsmanship.
STREETSCAPE
The Fountain-Bessac House is located at 102 West Main Street, at the corner of
West Main and Clinton Streets, on lot number one of block number two of the original plat of the Village of Manchester. Visually, this is a significant location. To the east and west, Main Street slopes gently downhill from its summit
here, as does Clinton Street as one travels south. The property is thus provided an elevated view of the entire village center. To the east across Clinton
Street and fronting both sides of this section of Main Street (formerly named
Exchange Place) are the buildings comprising Manchester's downtown commercial
core. These primarily mid-to-late nineteenth-century two- and three-story brick
commercial blocks retain a high degree of their turn-of-the-century character.
The intrusiveness of the convenience store/gas station across Clinton Street is
minimized by its long rear section, which is the one-story brick remnant of the
nineteenth-century Manchester Hotel. Directly across Main Street is a newly
redesigned wooden commercial building, which in design, materials and scale provides a fine transition from the commercial buildings across Clinton Street to
the east to the residences immediately to the west. These nearby residences are
among the finest in Manchester; all but two date from the nineteenth century.
Behind the house to the north stands an early Colonial Revival home on the rear
sixty-five foot long portion of the original 66' x 198' lot. Behind this runs
Madison Street, which marks the northern end of Clinton Street. To the south of
Main Street, the commercial district immediately gives way to more predominantly
nineteenth/early twentieth-century residences, simpler in aspect than the homes
nearby on Main Street. All in all, the surrounding streetscapes largely retain
their nineteenth-century feeling, form and functions.
The house enjoys a setback approximately three times greater than that of the
other nearby residences. One hundred forty-year-old maples border the property
on its eastern, southern and western sides. Morphologically, the house
resembles a squared, three-tiered wedding cake (or a Chinese lantern) in proportion. The central passage-double pile first-floor plan is echoed on the second
floor, but in smaller scale; the main entrance is centrally located.
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CONSTRUCTION
The foundation of the house is of mortared, uncoursed rubble, and forms a full
basement with height of 88-1/2 11 from poured concrete floor to the first-floor
subfloor. The basement is of the same linear dimensions as the first floor. The
topmost 2• of the entire east foundation wall, and extending 10• around the
northeast corner is of brick construction. The east basement wall is pierced
by three basement windows. This brick looks old and does not match the facing
brick applied to most of the exterior foundation wall around 1950. Modern floor
jacks (lally columns) support the original hewn-and-pegged beams. These in turn
support the floor joists, which exhibit the particular up-and-down sawmilling
marks typically found on timbers predating 1860. These same marks are found
on the attic joists, studs, and rafters. The house is of braced frame construction throughout. The exterior foundation wall is faced with relatively new
brick (stretcher bond) on the east side of the house; this brick facing
extends completely around the base of the front portico. The two front steps
are made of this brick, as are the chimneys and fireplaces which were rebuilt in
1950. NOTE: All architectural work of note at that time was done under the
guidance of Dr. Emil Lorch, founder of the University of Michigan•s School of
Architecture. The house and attached garage (also with pyramidal roof) are
sided in clapboard with 4-1/2 11 exposure. The roofs are currently asphaltshingled over plywood, and are of shallow 2:5 pitch. Gutters are 11 blind, 11
recessed behind the top of the roof cornices.
ARCHITECTURAL FEATURES - EXTERIOR
First-Story and Garage. The most outstanding feature of the house is the front
porch, or portico. Reached by two steps, it spans the south facade of the
house, and is not added on but is an integral part of the house. A full
entablature is carried on four Roman Ionic columns flanked by two square 11 Doric 11
columns; this entablature completely girds the house beneath the dripline,
except where it gives way to the breezeway roof at the back of the house. The
columns duplicate the originals, which were replaced during the 1949-51 renovations because of their deterioration. Each column rests on a plinth that has a
long, rectangular opening at floor level on each of its sides, presumably for
ventilation. The capitals of the four central columns feature an egg-and-dart
molding over an astragal consisting of eight round beads with an elongated
central bead. The two end columns are square, unfluted, and quite closely
follow the Roman Doric order, especially in the formation of the capital. These
square Doric columns are echoed in the corner pilasters located at each of the
house•s four corners. The porch itself is approximately 5• deep and is surfaced
with narrow hardwood flooring painted grey; the rest of the exterior is painted
white. A nineteenth-century photo shows panelled roof cresting on both the
first-and second-story roofs; this was taken down around the turn of the century.
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Description (continues)
Facing the front of the house, four tall one-over-one double-hung windows (with
wavy glass) and a central doorway can be seen between the columns. The twopanel recessed door is flanked on each side by a recessed six-pane sidelight.
The door-and-sidelights unit is enframed by fluted trim, with bullseye-pattern
cornerblocks, and plinths at floor level. The four porch windows are identically treated. These four windows, with their decorative moldings, extend
down almost to floor level, and are the largest windows on the house. All windows on the house are double-hung. The east side of the house has two windows;
the shutters nearest the south facade are strictly ornamental. There are no
corresponding shutters or window near the south end of the house•s west side.
All first-floor windows are one-over-one, as are those on the garage; all windows
and the high, small first-floor bathroom window east of the back entrance have
wooden louvered exterior shutters, painted dark green. The back of the house
has two laterally asymmetrically placed windows near each corner pilaster, and
the third smaller window mentioned previously.
The garage is reached by a door beneath the breezeway on its south side. The two
garage doors face Clinton Street to the east. Two one-over-one windows with
louvered shutters are symmetrically placed on each of the north and west facades. The cornice molding matches that on the first floor of the main house, and
intersects the house at its first-floor architrave, due to the lower roofline of
the garage.
The two interior end chimneys spring from the first-floor roof approximately
one-third of the way back from the front facade. These chimneys were built in
1950 to replace the deteriorated original ones. They are pierced beneath
concrete caps. They match the originals in scale; however; the tops are of much
simpler design. The two chimneys are each supported by a band of iron which is
attached to a long rod; these rods pass through the east and west walls beneath
the second-story cornice; the inner ends of these rods are threaded and are held
together by a turnbuckle in the center of the attic.
Second story. The second story is essentially the upper story of a three-bay
Italianate house. These six-over-six double-hung windows have the same simple
surrounds, drip caps, and dark green wooden louvered shutters as are found on
the garage and on the sides and back of the first story. There are three windows
on the front facade, and two on each side facade; these are all identical, and
shorter than those on the first-story side facades. The two rear windows are
shorter yet, and are not of equal width. The narrower one is centrally placed
and illuminates the interior stairway landing; the other is located near the
northwest corner.
One clapboard separates the window head from a very wide unadorned frieze which
extends upward to the cornice, and which extends entirely around the second
story. Pairs of thin brackets with drops, each pair connected by a delicate
turned spindle, are spaced at regular intervals around the front and sides. At
the four corners of the house these pairs are splayed, inside edges meeting at
the corner. These brackets extend outward beneath the cornice to the cornn~.
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Description (continues)
and downward to the lower edge of the frieze. Between one pair of brackets and
the next are a line of dentils, large enough to read easily from the street.
Beneath the dentil course is a delicate course of bead and reel. Aside from a
single bracket on each end, the rear frieze has no applied ornament.
A flat-roofed cupola crowns the second story. Similar in proportion to the
second story, it was built primarily for decorative purposes, as access is
gained through the attic, which lacks flooring and is otherwise only roughed-in.
Beneath its wide eaves the cupola has two small shuttered single-pane fixed
windows on each of its four sides. There are three single brackets oneach side
similar in forms to those at the second story, though proportionally smaller and
much simpler in detail. A course of dentil moldings also runs completely around
the cupola, interrupted only by the brackets. There is no other ornamentaion
present. The cupola has no clapboarding, and the windows have no surrounds. The
roof cornice resembles that of the second-story roof, but has less detail.
ARCHITECTURAL FEATURES - INTERIOR
When Dr. Lorch began work on the Fountain-Bessac House in 1949, the interior
floor plan was somewhat different. A west wing added near the end of the nineteenth century contained a bedroom and bath, and was reached through a door off
the front living room. There was a large kitchen wing off the back of the
house, and the stairway configuration was not as it is today. The single, steep
flight was set transversely across the center of the house, and was reached by a
short sidehall through a door on the right at the back end of the passage.
Thus, the central passage did not then run uninterrupted through the house as it
does today. Whether this earlier transverse staircase arrangement was the original
one would be difficult to determine at best. As it exists today, the floor plan
is well in keeping with the construction period of the house, except that the
kitchen is no longer located within a separate wing.
The interior first-floor window surrounds, as well as those of the original
first-floor doorways, are similar to those on the porch windows, with fluted
trim, bullseye corner blocks and plinths. 1950 doorways have similar though
simpler surrounds--plain corner blocks, no plinths, and stiles and rails of
simple profile. Entrances to both front rooms and to the rear living room have
the fluted surrounds/bullseye corner blocks/plinths on each side of the opening.
A manually operated brass doorbell with the words Taylor•s Patent Oct 23 1860"
is mounted on the front door. Various old hardware is found throughout the
house. The staircase balustrade incorporates original balusters, newel, and
railing, with additional pieces, including the gooseneck located at the turn in
the railing added in 1950. Also added at this time was the well-crafted dado
panelling which appears along the central passage and up the staircase to the
second floor. A continuous ceiling cornice built up of simple moldings connects
the two front rooms and the rear living room. In 1950 this wooden cornice
replaced a badly deteriorated plaster cornice of which it is a replica.
11
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Description (continues)
The fireplace brickwork was replaced in 1950. Otherwise, the fireplaces are
original. The west fireplace features fluted Doric columns, engaged at abacus
and base block, which support a frieze featuring a large raised Greek key band in
a recessed panel. The frieze is topped by a simple mantel shelf. Enframed by
columns and mantel is an architrave with plain corner blocks and a stepped
recessed profile. This profile is the ornamental basis for the much simpler
east fireplace, where it is used on both the top and sides of the mantel facing.
This fireplace has no columns and has a shallow profile with respect to the
chimney breast. The kitchen, lavatory, and office all occupy the northeast
corner of the house and have a relatively contemporary feel.
The second floor is very modestly trimmed out, with mitered corners used at
door and window openings. The central part of this floor plan underwent major
repartitioning in 1950 when the staircase was moved. Transverse ladder access
to the cupola was replaced by a 2 x 2 scuttle in the hall ceiling. The house
is papered with period wallpaper throughout. Ceiling height for both floors is
approximately 9 1 9-1 1 2".
1

1

8. Statement of Significance
Certifying official has considered the significance of this property in relation to other properties:
D statewide
[Z] locally
D nationally
Applicable National Register Criteria

D A

DB

~C

D D

Criteria Considerations (Exceptions)

D A

DB

DC

DD

Areas of Significance (enter categories from instructions)

Architecture

DE

DF DG

Period of Significance

Significant Dates

c. 1842
c. 1853

1842-1853

Cultural Affiliation

N A

Significant Person

Architect/Builder

N A

William S. Carr (?)

State significance of property, and justify criteria, criteria considerations, and areas and periods of significance noted above.
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Significance
The Fountain-Bessac House, built in two stages, c. 1842 and c. 1853, is one of
Manchester•s most stylish early residences. With its dramatic interplay of
Greek Revival and Italianate massing and design, the house embodies the change
in both national and local tastes which was taking place in the era of its
construction. The house•s original, first-story section, built for flour mill
owner Jabez Fountain, is notable for its Greek Revival detailing, some of which
is patterned after designs in two of the carpenters• guides published in the
1830s by the Boston architect Asher Benjamin. The cubical second story is one
of Manchester•s earliest examples of Italianate design.
The village of Manchester developed around a flour mill erected on the west bank
of the River Raisin in 1826, about one hundred yards east of the future location
of the Fountain-Bessac House. As late as 1833, when the first bridge across the
river was constructed, there were only three houses at the village site, but the
settlement grew rapidly within the next few years. Prosperous flour-mill owner
Jabez Fountain purchased the lot on which the Fountain-Bessac House now stands
on May 28, 1841. It seems likely that Fountain had the first-floor section of
the house built in 1841 or 1842, but no records now exist to document the date
of the house•s construction. Local carpenter/farmer Williams. Carr is named as
the house•s builder in several histories. Carr, with his brother Elijah, were
natives of Columbia County, New York, and were among the first white settlers in
the Manchester area. The Carrs are said to have built many of the early homes
and commercial buildings in Manchester.
In 1850 Dr. William Bessac purchased the home. Born in Coxsackie, New York and
a graduate in 1835 of Woodstock College, Dr. Bessac settled in Manchester after
living in nearby Lima Center for several years. Dr. Bessac had the cubical
Italianate second story added to the house. This addition is said to have been
in place by 1853. As in the case of the construction of the first floor, however,
no records survive to provide a precise date.
Dr. Bessac•s daughter, Mary Bessac Haeussler, inherited the property and passed
it on to her son, Raynor B. Haeussler. Mr and Mrs. Thomas Walton, the current
owners, purchased the property from Raynor Haeussler in 1943. In the 1949-51
period the Waltons had the house repaired and renovated under the direction of
Ann Arbor architect Emil Lorch. Lorch, the founder of the College of
Architecture at the University of Michigan in 1906 and its dean until 1936, was
the pioneer student of early Michigan architecture and the head of the 1930s
Historic American Buildings Survey project in Michigan. Lorch•s work was partly
a restoration and partly a remodelling. His work included the removal of a non-
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Significance (continues)
original west wing, the replacement of the original rear kitchen wing with a
garage similar in style to the main house and connected to it by an open
breezeway, and some modification of the interior for modern living. The
interior renovation retained in place or reused most of the original material
and new work was designed in a complementary style. The columns of the front
portico were replaced with replicas which carefully duplicate the proportions
and design of the originals (except for the provision of ventilation holes in
the bases, which seems to have been a Lorch innovation). Lorch left intact all
of the house•s most important features, while making the home liveable by modern
standards.
The Fountain-Bessac House is important in architectural terms within the
Manchester and Washtenaw County contexts as an example of Greek Revival and
Italianate design. The hip-roof, portico-fronted, one-story form is perhaps
unique in Michigan, but is found in other areas where there are concentrations
of Greek Revival houses, such as upstate New York. Whether this house originally had a central, clerestory or monitor-roof attic story such as other Greek
Revival houses in Michigan and elsewhere have is not known. The most significant feature of the house•s Greek Revival design is the dependence of certain
decorative elements such as the mantelpieces and front doorway and window trim
on designs from two of the carpenters• guides published by Boston architect
Asher Benjamin in the 1830s. Benjamin numerous guides, published between 1797
and about 1860, exerted a tremendous design influence over the vernacular architecture of the northern part of the United States from New England to the Great
Lakes states. In southern Michigan the Benjamin influence is seen in buildings
with "frontispieces" or front entrances, window surroundings, mantelpieces, and
other woodwork trim items modelled after or copied from Benjamin designs. In
the Fountain-Bessac House the two front room mantelpieces are patterned after
plates in Benjamin•s The Practical House Carpenter, first published in Boston in
1830. The west front room mantelpiece, with its fluted columns and Greek key
frieze, is very similar to the design in Plate 51, while the east front room
mantelpiece with its inset-panel treatment resembles the design in Plate 49.
The details of the house•s front door and window surrounds seem to combine elements from various plates in Benjamin•s Practice of Architecture, first
published in Boston in 1833.
Dr. Bessac•s cubical Italianate addition of c. 1853 is, if the date is reliable,
one of the earliest Italianate structures in Manchester. The village contains
only one other Italianate structure built that early.
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